Penumbra Interactive Maps

Atlas Games isn’t able to give tech support, so please don’t email us. This troubleshooting document outlines common problems and their solutions, or visit the ProFantasy website at www.profantasy.com .

Maps from Three Days to Kill, Thieves in the Forest, and In the Belly of the Beast are available for download in zipped Campaign Cartographer format (FCW). The GM’s map from The Tide of Years is available as a bitmap image (BMP),  which can be opened by Campaign Cartographer and most graphics programs. You can find the links to them at www.atlas-games.com/penumbra/index.html .

To view them, you must be working on an IBM-compatible PC, and you have to download the FREE Campaign Cartographer viewer at www.profantasy.com . By purchasing the full version of Campaign Cartographer 2, GMs can manipulate these maps to add their own ideas or to fit them more closely to their own campaign world. (Note that you can’t edit the maps if you only have the free viewer.)

If the viewer crashes or stops when trying to open up the maps, you don't have stay awake all night in fear - you're not alone. The good people at Profantasy Software have helped out. They told us this: 

"This usually happens when people install the software without disabling their antivirus software. (Norton is especially bad). Many antivirus programs do not allow DLLs to be updated; normally this is not critical, but with CAD software it will cause the problems described. Please Uninstall the Viewer and Campaign Mapper, disable antivirus software, then reinstall Campaign Mapper and then the Viewer. There is a patch for campaign mapper available at ftp://ftp.win-uk.net/pub/users/profant/tech/cm6036up.zip . Once the program and patch are installed remember to enable the antivirus software :)"

The patch is available for owners of the full Mapper software, not just the free viewer. 

Again, if you still have problems, please visit the ProFantasy website at www.profantasy.com .

